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Framing the AI
Bill of Rights
1. Can AI really be platform “agnostic”?
2. Do we have the right
to allow robots to
“bear arms” for us?
3. If we don’t “house”
AI, how do we know
where it is and what
it is doing?

The Fourth Industrial Revolution
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is at the forefront of
the 4th Industrial Revolution, increasing capacity in ways never possible before
AI encompasses everything from simple
scripts to highly complex machines with vision, motion, and cognitive processes
The federal budget for discrete AI has been
small but is growing; enabling the warfighter
and IC applications is the immediate focus

The Revolution is Here
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A New National Experience
versus Bots without
While the historic federal spend for discrete AI, ML, and
conversion and effiRPA is not well defined, independent estimates from
ciency rates?
commercial market sources predict the DoD spend on
9. How do we deal with AI will exceed $4 billion by 2020 – driven by AI augmentation of discrete business processes, IT service, warfthe untold “other
ighter enablement, and intelligence processing. The
rights” and innovamarket will likely far exceed this, however, as federal
tions as AI evolves?
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mous vehicles?
understand how to find, bid, and win AI opportunities.
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AI is evolving faster than any technology in recent memory by virtue of its autonomous processing, which may slow federal adoption
There is intensive study and diverse opinion in
the legal and academic community on AI societal impact, rights, ethics, and privacy
AI is becoming part of mainstream bids, making specifications, bidding, acquisition, and
evaluation more challenging than ever before
Articles of Governance
Life in an AI-enabled world is complex and technical experts and policy analysts have raised concerns about
how AIs that make consequential decisions will ensure
justice, fairness, and accountability. Currently, there are
far fewer (and less effective) means of governance of AI
than for traditional enterprise IT. As AI advances, expect
to see federal contract structures and policies directed
toward establishing confidence that AI enabled systems
are safe and controllable.
Governance measures
may slow the eventual
adoption of AI by the rise
of AI safety conventions
to prevent unacceptable
risk, secure individual liberties, and ensure the
welfare of the citizenry.
The realization that AI
speeds up decisions affecting our common defense, domestic tranquility, and prosperity will
also revolutionize existing business processes.
A More Perfect Union
As we pair AI with the Internet of Things and cyber-mechanical systems, the pace of change will accelerate. For
government contracting, the resulting business opportunities are those that address the union of humans and AI
systems working to solve specific use cases around automating commodity processes, provision of citizen services, health sciences research, weapon platform design,
and intelligence gathering. This includes defining solutions that leverage the complementary nature of humans and AI systems, and preparing the government
workforce to use the cognitive power of AI without ceding decision authority. Leaders, regulators, and industry
need to collaborate to provide new guards for our future
security without stifling the machines. The real promise
of AI is to throw off the shackles created by excess data,
network complexities, and human inefficiencies.
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